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The A, BEE, C's Of Pollinators
by Kristen
BZZZZZZZ. Yup it is that time of year again
folks! Our warm, sunny Colorado days are
here! YAHOO! All the flying insects and birds
are out on a mission to soar through the
air to spread their grace and beauty and
guide our natural resources into bloom! If we
had the pleasure of being at school with
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your children, we were going to embark on
a journey of learning about Pollinators! While at school, we always look for an
opportunity to feed young children’s minds. For example, out on the playground the
toddlers notice bees on flowers or birds flying to their nests. A conversation about
the children’s observation and our/your insights provide memorable and educational
moments! While you are out with your child, you can help them gain new knowledge!
At Montessori schools we feel it is important to use proper terms but feel free to
relate these terms to best suit your child. This is a simple article that can supply you
with some quick points, activities, websites and a recommended video about
pollinators.
Who are Pollinators?
Pollinators are birds, bats, bees, butterflies, beetles, and other small mammals that
pollinate plants. Pollinating animals travel from plant to plant carrying pollen on
their bodies in a vital interaction that allows the transfer of material critical to the
new life system of most flowering plants. Bees are the super pollinators as they visit
flowers to drink nectar or feed off of pollen and transport pollen grains. Pollinators
are responsible for bringing us 1 out of every 3 bites of food! They also sustain our
ecosystems and produce our natural resources by helping plants create new plants.
These plants:
Provide numerous fruits, vegetables, and nuts.
Give ½ of the world’s oils, fibers, and raw materials.
Supply an ecosystem service that is a precious resource!

What is Pollination?
When a pollen grain moves from the stamen part of a flower to the stigma, pollination
happens. This is the first step in a process that produces seeds, fruits, and the next
generation of plants. This can happen through self-pollination, wind and water
pollination and by pollinators that move pollen within the flower and from bloom to
bloom.
Bees!
Let’s take a quick look at the super pollinators as they are overlooked in many ways.
Bees are insects and there are around 20,000 different species of bees. They live in
colonies in which they all have a specific job. The three types of jobs for bees are the
queen bee, worker bee, and the drone. Bees build their homes called hives or nests in
many different locations like trees and in the ground. They eat pollen and nectar.
BUZZ: when you hear that noise in your ear, many people have a bit of a panic! It is
understandable as the sting of a bee can hurt, some people are allergic to bees or have
had an unpleasant reaction to a sting. Bees are amazing and over the years, I have
worked hard with children (especially toddlers) to help them respect and relax around
bees. It is tough but the best way to “be” around a bee is to remain calm!
Years ago, I started my Montessori Toddler teaching career in Alaska. We took
advantage of any warm (relative term in AK) weather to spend time outside. One young
toddler (who I will call Sam) had downy, soft blonde curls, a Buddha body and happy go
lucky disposition. One day, Sam lumbered outside in his Carhart overalls for a picnic.
This sweet boy was frequently working hard to fight his allergies and always had a lot of
mucus! Perpetually the last one to get started, Sam was unaware that a bee had been
pestering the other toddlers. This bee made its way to Sam and he fluttered his hands
gingerly to encourage the bee away. We talked about being calm and ignoring the bee.
Sam stopped fluttering and began to eat. The bee disappeared! Wow! It really worked to
be calm! After lunch, we played and then toddled back inside. As I turned back to view
the line of toddlers, Sam had a black mark under his nose. I was perplexed as he did not
fall and then I thought he might have had a bloody nose. As I got closer, to my shock
and surprise the black mark was the bee! It had flown up his nose and drowned in his
mucus! Are you wondering why I am telling this story?! First of all it amazes me this
young toddler could just motor around with a bee in his nose and second it reminds me
to learn from Sam- “Bee” calm and you will “Bee” happy!
Bees are the extraordinary pollinators! I hope you can see the awe and delight of bees
and share some of these thoughts and activities with your children.

Additional Fun!
https://kidsgrowingstrong.org/pollinator-works/ (Awesome Website for
further information.)
https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/hidden-beauty-of-pollination-louieschwartzberg (Amazing Video!)
https://www.mindware.orientaltrading.com/beeology-a2-13827168.fltr?
cm_mmc=GooglePLA-_-9775826280-_-98717558086_-13827168&gclsrc=aw.ds&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI8s7BuMmB6QIVgobACh0lQAb
vEAQYASABEgJpOvD_BwE
(BEE game that you could do with your child as the recommended age is 6
years old.)

Pipe Cleaner Bee and a Bee Hotel Crafts
by Kristen
Pipe Cleaner Bee
Materials
Yellow, black, and white pipe cleaner (or any other colored pipe cleaners)
Glue
Steps
1. Twist black and yellow pipe cleaner together.
2. Twist them around your finger and tuck in the ends.
3. Cut the white pipe cleaner into 4 equal parts.
4. Twist the ends of 1 piece to make a teardrop shape for wings.
5. Insert wings into yellow and black pipe cleaners and glue.

Bee Hotel
Materials
Shoe box or any small box
Toilet paper roll, paper towel rolls, or egg cartons
Brown or green construction paper or brown bags
Flower stickers, faux flowers, or any created flower
Glue
Scissors
Markers or crayons
Steps:
1. Place toiler paper rolls in the box.
2. Attach the rolls with glue and let dry.
3. Cover the lid of the box with construction paper and glue on.
4. Attach stickers or faux flowers to lid.
5. Decorate the tree with markers.
6. Use pipe clear bees to bring the pollen back to their home in the
tree "hotel".

Move Pollen Like a Bee Activity
from Kristen
Materials
Construction paper pink, red, orange, yellow
Glue
Yellow and orange pom poms
Tongs
Steps
1. Cut simple flower shape out of pink, red and orange paper.
2. Cut circles out of the yellow paper.
3. Glue the yellow circles in the flower shapes.
4. Place the flowers all over the floor.
5. Place the orange and yellow pom poms on top of the yellow in
the flowers.
6. Encourage your child to buzz like a bee and move the pollen
from on flower to the next.

Honey Recipes
from Rachel
This week is going to be beautiful and hot! Enjoy discussing pollinators through a few
sweet and enjoyable honey recipes, kid friendly and approved!

Honey Yogurt Popsicles:
Ingredients:
2 cups plain yogurt
1 cup milk
1/3 cup honey
1 tsp. vanilla extract
1/4 lb. cherries pitted and quartered (Alternatively, leave out or use sliced peaches)
1/4 cup blueberries (Alternatively, leave out or use another berry of your choice)
Directions:
1. In a large bowl, stir together the yogurt, milk, honey and vanilla extract. Taste the
mixture and add a little more honey if needed.
2. Divide half the fruit among 8 ½-cup popsicle holders. If you do not have popsicle
holders, use plastic or paper cups and disposable popsicle sticks.
3. Add ¼ cup of the yogurt mixture to each popsicle holder, then add the rest of the
fruit. You’ll need to press the fruit down a bit to distribute it evenly in the popsicle.
Top off with more yogurt mixture if needed, leaving at least ¼ inch of space at the
top of the popsicle holder because it will expand as it freezes.
4. Freeze the popsicles for several hours, until completely solid.
5. Enjoy!

Honey Fruit Dip:
Ingredients:
1 cup plain or greek yogurt
2 tablespoons of honey
½ - 1 tsp. of cinnamon
Sliced apples, pears, strawberries, pineapple, grapes, etc.
Directions:
Mix ingredients in a bowl and store in an airtight container in the refrigerator. Enjoy
during a picnic with fresh fruits to dip in it!

Life Cycle of a Butterfly Language Cards
From Liat's Montessori
Print out two each of these cards for a matching
language activity and discuss the amazing life cycle of
a butterfly with your child! (PDF is also attached in the
email)

Very Hungry Caterpillar Fine Motor Activity
from modernpreschool.com
Materials
construction paper
hole punch
scissors
tape
Directions
Cut a green caterpillar
Use clear tape to attach
the caterpillar to the top side of the hole punch.
Cut out fruits (apples, pears, plums, strawberries, and oranges)
Set piles of each fruit out. This can be a counting activity, but
doesn't have to be - the fine motor work of using the hole punch
is great practice too!
For younger kids, hold the paper for them as they use 2 hands to
squeeze the hole punch together.
For older kids, write the number of bites to make with the hole
punch. So if you wrote a 5 on a pear, there should be five holes
on it.
You could even make addition problems on the fruit pieces for
more advanced learners too!

Bee Coloring Page to Print for Your Toddler!

Caterpillar Update
from Rachel
The caterpillars are now in chrysalis form! We should have
butterflies in 7 - 10 days!

